Conner and Floyd have proved that the fixed point set of a conjugation is always an ^-dimensional submanifold if it is nonempty. Furthermore, they show that if F n denotes the fixed point set of the conjugation T: W 2n -> W 2n and [ ] 2 denotes the nonoriented cobordism class, then [ W 2n ] 2 = [F n x F%. In this article we prove that every closed ^-manifold is the fixed point set of a conjugation on a closed 2%-dimensional almost complex manifold.
The technique of the proof involves modification of the authors previous work on the case of stable almost complex structures, that is a conjugation of an almost complex structure on the stable tangent bundle τ (W 2n )@θ\ k > 0. The proof consists of showing that if for every n > 0 the sphere S n is fixed point set of a conjugation, then every closed %-manifold is also. This proof involves a suggestion made by R. Stong. Next we describe an almost complex manifold W 2n having conjugation fixing S n . We use generalized equivariant surgery, and rely heavily on the fact that a regular neighborhood of the fixed point set is diίfeomorphic to the tangent disc bundle. Note that every manifold is fixed point of a conjugation on an open manifold; namely, the bundle involution on its tangent disc bundle. 
given by h(F(u f tv, w)) = G{tu, v, w) for 0 < t S l It is clear that h is equivariant. The almost complex structures define isomorphisms between the tangent and normal bundles to the fixed point sets, so it follows that the differential h* preserves the almost complex structure. Now let M 2n be the manifold obtained from
by identifying the submanifolds
has an almost complex structure and conjugation induced by T and S. The fixed point set of this conjugation is obtained from
) by identifying the appropriate submanifolds using the restriction of h. This is precisely the manifold obtained from F n by surgery on the imbedded sphere f o (S p 
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Let D(S n ) denote the tangent disc bundle to S n and r^SJ its boundary, the unit tangent bundle. Then D(S n ) can be described as the submanifold of S 2n+1 consisting of vectors {(x, y) e R n+1 x R n+1 } satisfying the conditions x x + y-y = 2, x-y -0, 0 < x-x <; 1. We take the sphere of radius 2 for convenience. Identifying (x, y) with the complex vector z = x + iy in C* +1 , the unit tangent bundle T^S 71 ) is described by the equation Σo Z\ = 0. Define involutions T ά : D(S n ) -> D(S n ) for j = 1, 2, by T,(x 9 y) = (x, -y) and Γ 2 (a? f ») -{-x, y). Then T, corresponds to multiplication by -1 in the fibers of D(S n ) and so has fixed point set equal to S*. T 2 reduces to the antipodal involution on S n and has no fixed points. We will now describe almost complex structures There are almost complex structures defined on each copy of D(S n ) so W 2n is almost complex provided the identification map h has differential which commutes with J ι and J 2 We note that there is a commutative diagram. 2n is an almost complex manifold and T is a conjugation which completes the proof.
